


Yeah youmust stay and accept your fate

Shit’s going down and its not great

The Beast is taking over, the Kings are dead

Butwe have the Glaive and all the things you said

Each to his fate, each to his fate

You know the truth, know it’s too late

The Slayers have Lyssa and Colwyn is amess

The Seer died before he found the Black Fortress

Ohmighty doomed cyclops

Only one eye but you see somuch

Ohmighty doomed cyclops

The fate of Krull changed byyour touch

‘Twas you found the body in the quicksand

Saved us all from the changeling and

You knew the graywas the leader and

Your spear savedme twice, man.

Ohmighty doomed cyclops

Only one eye but you see somuch

Ohmighty doomed cyclops

The fate of Krull changed byyour touch

Only one eye but you see somuch

Only one eye but you see somuch
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“What are someWestern
tropes so pervasive we
barely notice them?”

TheWestern
predilection for happy
endings is probably
themost obvious trope
we use, as is the
necessity of character
arcs. To complete the
trio, personal agency
triumphing over fate is
a trope so strong that
powerlessness is
nearly taboo.

I came upwith as
many tropes as I could
and then asked
writers Damien
Walter, Gord Sellar,
and Garrett Calcaterra
for their thoughts.
You’ll see there is some
crossover and
assuredly there are
things so solidly
ingrained thatwe
don’t notice them even
while activley looking.

You’ll also see that
Gord Sellar’s answer is
five times longer than
anyone else’s. That is
simply howhe rolls.

Often this takes the
form of onewho
succeeds despite
everyone theymeeting
hating that underdog.
Womenwho onlymeet
misogynists, people of
colorwho only
encounter racists, and
so on. This can feel
empowering and
inspiring, but also
relies onmilquetoast
antagonists and the
story can come off as
very contrived.

Tragic Flaws in the
character and an
expected character arc
from the events of the
story to being fixing
that . This flawoften
takes the place of
alcoholism, or apathy,
or emotional
withdrawal.
Regardless, the plot
that comes along just
happens to right the
exactwrong (or in
some cases begins the
process) found in the
character.

Everything fromYT’s
dentata to Daenerys’s
dragon eggs,we love to
see the solution for Act
III slyly introduced
earlier. This can be
very rewarding but, as
with the next entry,

can feel too neat if
constantly relied on.

It’s nice to have the
elements of the story
tie together and
satisfying to have the
solution be self-
containedwithin the
story. However this
gives fiction a tidiness
that life doesn’t have.

The Three Acts. The
Hero’s Journey.We
have certain
expectations of
structure and hence
pacing that most
works follow.

The faithful dog. For
peoplewho growup in
Muslim countries, or
places like India, the
idea of these
dangerous pests as
companions feels very
strange indeed. But in
thewestwe love dogs
to the pointwhere
killing off a pet is oft-
times seen as less
forgivable than killing
of human characters.
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–DamienWalter

Most guns, and basically all
swords, only exist to kill people.
Only a psychopath believe that
killing people makes them
powerful. And yet in storieswe
present guns and swords as
symbols of personal
empowerment, that heroes use
to fight theirway to self-
realization. This is so pervasive,
most people actually believe it.
Imagine if we stopped using
guns and swords as this symbol,
and started using books
instead? Thatwould be closer to
reality.

–Garrett Calcaterra

Tome, themost ubiquitous
trope is “love conquers all,”
which tends to be used in one of
threeways inwestern
storytelling. In its standard
form, our hero is driven to
defeat insurmountable odds in
order to bewith the one they
love, but the trope is also
inverted oftentimes, so that by
killing our hero’s loved one, our
hero is set upon a lonely path as
an anti-hero. The thirdway the
trope is used is themore
literary/tragic route, where our
protagonist shows their naivete
by believing that true love
conquers all. The two lovers try
to isolate themselves from the
outsideworld, but of course that
neverworks and
heartbreak/tragedy/hijinx
ensue.

–Gord Sellar

That is: we insist on character
agency being relevant—to the
pointwhere if it’s not apparent
to the reader, thenwe see it as a
defect in a story, and teach
youngwriters that theyMUST
give characters agency, however
constrained—and also on it
being able to effect real change
in theworld of the story, or at
least upon the story problems. If
you read literature from other
societies, youmayfind this is
not a starting assumption at all.
Inmainstream literature, this
isn’t always such a disconnect,
or in horrorwhere the lack of
agency in some situations is
nightmare fuel (Poe’s “The
Premature Burial being a great
exemplar of this) but inmost
popular fiction—and especially
science fiction,where the
intelligence of individuals
interfaceswith amysterious
universe to produce
understanding, then knowledge,
and then ultimately some kind
of power (in the form of a
technology, or some other
means of grapplingwith the
world), this comes across as
pretty alien: characterswho just
sort of wait out problems, or
powerlessly behold them,
strikes us as odd. Even if a
character is trapped, or
seemingly powerless, we usually
expect they’ll discover away to
do something to ensure their
own escape, survival, or
overcoming of the system.

Agencymust have at least some
ability to act upon the
character’s situation, orwhat’s
the point of the story?When I
encounter storieswhere

characters either don’t exert
agency, or do so in away that
strikes me as passive and not
responding to their conditions,
it just annoysme.

And yet in Korean narratives
(TV, film, and translated fiction),
I run into this somewhat
regularly. Characters either
cannot do anything to change
their conditions, or they could
do so, but they somehow just
don’t, aren’twilling, or cannot
imagine doing so. (Whether
that’s art imitating life or the
otherway round is a question I
won’t get into beyond saying
that I meet a lot more people in
Korea than Iwould in Canada
who seem to think that patiently
waiting out a bad situation is the
“right”way to dealwith it. North
Americansmay actually do this
a lot too, butwhenwe talk about
ideal solutions, it’s assumed one
must “make an effort” and “do
something” aboutwhatever’s
troubling one, or one has no
right to complain about it.)

There’s a film titledMusan Ilgi
(The Journals of Musan)which
is about a North Korean escapee
who lives in Seoul. The poor
guy’s life is basically hell—
everyone despises him, and he
runs into troublewhileworking
a crap job on the streets. At
every turn, I foundmyself
waiting for him to stand up for
himself, and at every turn he
failed to do so. Like a lot of
Korean narrative, it was very
melodramatic, and aimed at
jerking tears and evoking a kind
of patronizing sympathy for
“those poor North Korean
defectors” but itwas hard to
stomach the film, as aWestern
viewer.

I foundmyself wanting to shake
the guy and say, “Stand up for
yourself!” and finally, when he
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just kept letting people crap on
him, I felt a visceral revulsion,
even a desire to punch him
myself.When, near the end of
themovie, he finally snapped
and did stand up for himself in a
very smallway, hewas very
brutally punished. The film felt
almost as if it was an assault on
the idea of agency doing any
good at all, and I botheredme on
a very deep level because of it, I
guess.

It may be that this is also a
feature of postcolonial and
subaltern literature: I see it not
only in Korean (i.e. postcolonial)
literature, but also in some of
the canonical African-American
novels and short stories—things
like Baldwin’s “Sonny’s Blues”
and Ellison’s _InvisibleMan_
andToniMorrison’s _Beloved_
and a bunch of Langston
Hughes’ poetry and short
fiction.

Sometimes the only expression
of agency possible (or
conceivable) is to endure, in
both Korean and some African-
American stories, but to
someone steeped in agency-
saturated fiction, this can feel
strange and frustrating. I guess
it depends: sometimes agency
being incapable of overcoming a
problem is actually a radical
thing to depict, since that’s so
rarely depicted in fiction. It’s
like, “Yes, I’mmaking you look
at something agency can’t solve.”

I think that can be great. But I
thinkwhen agency’s missing for
other reasons—because
passivity is fetishized, or used as
away of evokingmelodramatic
sympathy—it’s probably toxic. I
think the idea of agency being a
potential force for good, and
something to be embraced, is a
good idea, even if it’s kind of
fantastical andmythic. Better

than (fromwhat I see in real life)
peoplewalking aroundwith no
sense of their own agency at
all… something I encounter a
little too often, if you askme.Oh,
and this seems to be a really old
pattern, tome, too: agency
matters evenwhen the gods are
out to get you, in ancient Greek,
Roman,Mesopotamian, and
Biblical narratives.Why?
Because if you couldn’t do
anything,what’s the point of the
story?

Agency being constrained,we
understand, expect, and enjoy.
That pressure pushes characters
to struggle, try harder, andwin.
But character passivity? It just
seems “wrong” to us. Sowe
almost always have this trope
where agency, applied, is like
magic ointment to problems. It
maynot fix the thing you think,
but apply enough agency and
*something* changes that helps
resolve the issue.
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Fantasy fiction is rife
with tropes.We’ve all
bemoaned themost
overused: dark lords,
ancient prophecies,
faux-medieval Europe,
quests, magic blades,
and so on. Some argue
that the existence and
over-reliance of these
tropes is more good
than bad, in that it
allows them to be
tweaked or twisted. Joe
Abercrombie, for
example, playswith
the quest trope in The
First LawTrilogy, just
as ChinaMieville
deconstructs the
chosen one in
Unlondon. As good as
those books are,
however, they can’t
make up for the
plethora of write-by-
numbers books out
there.

The above tropes are
well documented. But
there are a few that
driveme crazy that
aren’t often
mentioned.

Alcohol
How it is
From the exotic
deserts of the south to
the coldwinter lands
of the north, fantasy
countries have
ubiquitous amounts of
beer andwine, if not
spirits. Drinking
copious amounts of it
always equates to
beingmanly and
masculine. Every
culture has taverns

that serve it, usually
frothy and in a
tankard.

Alcoholism, even in
fantasy, also seems to
have become the
standard character
flaw for otherwise
skilled characters.

Alternatives
From kava in Fiji, to
babymicewine of
China, from
fermentedmare’s milk
of the steppes to
fermented reindeer
piss of Finalnd, there
are a lot of realworld
alternatives to the
barley and grapes used
throughout the
fantasyworlds.When
world-building,
behaviorally changing
substances could
certainly branch out a
bit, especially in
worldswithmagic.

Moreover, inmany
cultures alcohol is
used ceremonially or
spiritually rather than
to be quaffed in pints
in pubs and inns. In
addition to the
ingredients, the
purpose of alcohol in
fantasy books seems
far too uniform. It
would be great to see
D&D like inns fade
entirely from the
fantasy lexicon.

Language
How it is
For a long-time,
fantasywaswritten in
a Tolkien-esque faux-
medieval parlance.
Over time, it has
relaxed,which isn’t a
bad thing, but these
days the pendulum
has swung about as far
as it can the other
direction. Fantasy and
historical fiction both
these days has
characters speaking
withmodern parlance
and 21st century
idioms. It’s not quite a
case of fantastical
noble elves saying
“OMG….Like totally
squee” but honestly
it’s close.

Toomany characters
quipping like action-
movie stars and also
the shortening of
names into nicknames
are also too uniform to
my eyes.

Alternatives
Languages, idioms
especially, are cultural.
It would be great to see
not just all cultures
speaking the same but
to have their own
language
constructions. Some
writers do this (Patrick
Rothfuss comes to
mind, as does Ursula
K. LeGuin) but
language as a vehicle
of culture is a
seriously
underutilized aspect
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of world-building. Furthermore,
modern euphemisms and
language construction really
breaks immersion and there’s
no reason for it other than
laziness.

Kingdoms &
Princesses
How it is
This one isn’t as prevalent, but
the default setting of fantasy
fiction is all too often a
kingdom. This is a subset of the
medievalist devotion that still
permeates the genre. It’s almost
as thoughwe can’t picture
things likematriarchies or royal
systemswithout familial based
nobility…even though they
existed around theworldwell
into themiddle ages.

Worse I think is the Royal point-
of-view character. Of course,
Tolkien had his share of nobles
butwisely he chose the
everymanHobbits as the
caretakers of his POV. Even
today I readway toomany books
where themain characters are
either royal, noble, or related to
them. (There are exceptions–
James Blaylock’s The Elfin Ship
has a cheesemonger asmain
character, for instance.)

Alternatives
For the kingdoms, all it takes is
some lightworld-building.Why
not have faux-medieval
socialism, democracy, republics,
or anarchism? Fantasyworlds
are a great place to explore
these, or to create new systems
of government.

Howard Zinn is not a perfect
historian, but at least he helped
shift history away from stories

of richwhite men and their
wars. I’d love to see some/more
of that in fantasy–more tales of
the 99%. Peoplewho aren’t heirs
to thrones, goodwith swords, or
capable of world-shattering
magic. (ChinaMieville kind of
does this in the Scar: Bellis
Coldwine is nothingmore than
a linguist–but every other
character is Dragon Ball Z level
of powerful so I’m not sure if it
counts.)

Marriage
How it is
Fantasy has a lot of different
places to live. Kingdoms and
dutchies, cities run bywizards,
hamlets owned byheroes,
swamps and forests and steppes
and jade jungles too.

In nearly all of them,men
marrywomen in amonogamous
ceremony because of love.
(Except sometimes for
princesses, who are supposed to
marry for duty, but this is
usually avoided.) Things like
dowry and fertility and
polygamy, polyamory, open
relationships and so on and so
on hardly ever enter the picture.

Alternatives
Not only is this blind to both
current cultural diversity
(arrangedmarriages currently
account for over half of all
marriages in theworld today)
but also to historical antecedent.
Which is not irrelevant seeing as
how the setting is almost always
pre-modern.

Books like Stranger in a Strange
Land showhow interesting it
can be to explore these issues,
but even then it is contrasted
with the dominant cultural

paradigm of engagement rings
andwedding vows.

These are fantasticalworlds
where awealth of societies and
customs could exist. 20th
centurywesternwedding ideals
are a cop-out, or at least a
wasted opportunity.

Money
How it is
What does thewizard spend to
buyhis potions? Howdoes the
barbarian purchase a new
sword?What do kings and
peasants alike lust after?

Gold of course.Which exists the
same, across all the countries in
theworld. Even going to new
lands, there is no conversion, no
mention of any kind of central
mint.

Alternatives
Barter seems to exist only in
post-apocalyptic societies. It’s
hard for us, living in the heart of
the neo-liberal paradigm, to
even imagine societies that are
free frommoney. At the very
least, different lands should or
could use different currency. In
fact, coin images as political
propaganda is an interesting
part of history/numismatics and
one that could be used to good
effect in fantasy fiction.

Convertingmoney at the
borders, somethingmodern
travelers go through each time
they enter a country, is
something that could lead to
intrigue and adventure.
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Also,why is it always gold (or
other preciousmetals)? In our
world, everything from turnips
to giant stones to feathers have
been used currency. Fantasy
writers can really up their
games here.

Pets
How it is
Most cultures have pets, which
are usually cats or dogs, or
something similar. Dogs are
loyal and cute; seemingly they
domesticated in their magic
world the exact sameway as
they did in ourmundane one.

Alternatives
Countrieswhere animals
haven’t been domesticated or
aren’t kept as pets. Landswhere
dogs are scary or don’t exist or
do but aren’t loyal buddies.
Placeswhere because of magic,
humans never needed to
domesticate animals at all.

Prudish Ways
How it is
In fantasy books, having sex is
usually bad, especially for
female characters. Adults blush
and look away at nudity. There is
a puritanical undertone to all
this. This is true of characters
ranging fromRand Al’thor to
Geralt of Rivia.

Alternatives
Contrary towhat American
ways tell you, nudity isn’t
inherently sexualized. But in
fantasy novels, all too often
nudity is a shorthand for
promiscuity, which itself
shorthand formoral failings. Or
at best, shameless nudity is an
indicator of the noble savage.

I don’t personallywant a lot of
sex scenes in fantasy books,
because frankly they’re just as
boring and gratuitous as action
scenes. But it surewould be
great to have characters from a
diverse background of cultures
and societies not all share
uptight judgement of sex or teen
boy shyness of nudity.

All of the above tropes are
variations of one idea of course.
What I’m hoping for is a
building block to fantasy
societies that is thought out and
constructed from the ground up.
Not just a fantasyworldwhere
all the inhabitants happen to
share our customs andmorals
(and thosewho don’t are often
antagonists).

There are exceptions but I’d love
to see them become the rule–
there is no better genre than
fantasy inwhich to really
explore the human experience.

Fantasy is fine as escapism, but
falls far short of what it could
be–rather than simple
redressing stories about princes
atwar,we needwhat Ursula K.
Leguin called “realists of a
larger reality.”

Or in Picasso’s terms: “…the lie
that enables us to realize the
truth.” However you look at it,
modern fantasy is plagued by
tropes that really limitwhat it
can achieve.
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I have to admit that
although I played D&D
a lot back in the day
that I never really
knewabout the
famous Appendix N.
Part of that iswewere
playing AD&D 2nd
edition and part of
that is Iwas always a
player in TSR games.

But also I think as
responsible nerdswe
had just accidentally
readmost of the list. I
still have to read
Margaret St. Clair or
ManleyWade
Wellman, butwewere
pretty deep into
Leiber, de Camp,
Moorcock, Burroughs
etc. The one exception
from the immediate
influenceswas Jack
Vance,whom I’ve only
started reading
relatively recently.
Vance is fucking
awesome, but I
personally hate how
his magic has become
codified into
spellbooks and daily
memorizations. Magic
shouldn’t bemundane.
Magic shouldn’t’ be
math.

Anyway, my guess is
that Appendix N is
valuable because it
was small enough to
bemanageable, so
manypeople grewup
on it, and itwasn’t just
a list of best-sellers
but had some variety.
It’s hard to remember
now, but in a pre-
Internet era, it wasn’t
easy to get
recommendations.
Nowwe have toomuch
to read, toomany
games to play; far too
much information at
our hands. It’s a nice
obstacle to have, but it
is (or can often be) a bit
of a problem.

So I proposemyown
supplemental list to
Appendix N,
consisting of recent
books,which I’ll define
as having been
published in this
century. (Which leaves
out the area between
1975-2000,which
excludes some
wonderful authors
indeed.[4] I’m also not
limitingmy list strictly
to high fantasy, as I
thinkmost RPGS can
support the breadth of
the speculative fiction
milieu.

Disclaimer time. I read
a lot, but I’ve never
read particularly for
this purpose and I’m
sure I have a lot of
blind spots. If you
question an inclusion
or exclusion, please let
me know in the
comments.

Like the original
Appendix N, this isn’t
a comprehensive list
but rather a place to
discoverworks you
may enjoy. (And unlike
Appendix N, this isn’t
actually
accompanying
anything so it’s really
a list of books that
gamersmay enjoy

While Gygax didn’t
justify his inclusions,
I’ll try to add a
sentence fragment to
each entry to explain
why I included it.
There’s no particular
order to this list and
when I list the first
book in series the rest
of the books probably
get a default
recommendation too.
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Appendix N
Augmentation
The Lies of Locke
Lamora by Scott Lynch
Lovable rapscallions in fantasy
Venice.

Everything by China
Mieville, but especially
the Bas Lag untrilogy.
More ideas in one book than
mostwriters have in a lifetime.

Desert of Souls by
Howard Andrew Jones
There are others, but for me this
is the best medieval Arabian
fantasy around today.

TheHorns of Ruin by
TimAkers
Clerics andmagic and intrigue
and ancient civilizations ohmy.

The 5th Season byNK
Jemisin
Her books are all a bit too YA for
me, but there isworld-building
and cool volcanomagic aplenty
here.

The Last City byNina
D’Aleo
Howcan any gamer resist a book
billed as “Bladerunnermeets
Perdido Street Station”?

The DervishHouse by
IanMcDonald
Nanotech in near-future
Istanbul.

The Croning by Laird
Barron
Possibly the best bit of cosmic
horror since old HPL himself.

Nights of Villjamur by
Mark Charan Newton
Fantasyworldwith superheroes.

TheWindupGirl by
Paolo Bacigalupi
Biopunk, Shadowrun-esque
with genetically engineered
elephants providing energy to
the cities.

The Road by Cormac
McCarthy
Bleak, grey, depressing, grey,
bleary, grey and so good.

NightWatch by Sergei
Lukyanenko
Cool urban fantasy inMoskva-
written in the late 90s but I
think not translated into
English until the 2000s.

Promise of Blood by
BrianMcClellan
Flintlock fantasy–perfect for
those RPGs set in 17th century
Europe.

The Dragon’s Path by
Daniel Abraham
The rarest of treats: High
fantasy for adults.

Red Country by Joe
Abercrombie
Western Fantasy, two great
tastes together at last and inmy
opinion his finestwork.

Oryx and Crate by
Margaret Atwood
Dystopian biopunk starts slowly
but is thought-provoking and
gameable.

The Curse of Chalion by
LoisMcMaster Bujold
All the drama, intrigue, and
tension of a fantasy trilogy in
one efficient novel.

Annihilation by Jeff
Vandermeer
Prettymuch a Trail of Cthulhu
campaign in novel form.

Tales of Dunk& Egg by
GRRMartin
Cheating because the first one
came out in 1998, but these are
far more focused and fun than
ASoIaF, like Lieberwriting in
Westeros.

Children of Hurin by
Prof. Tolkien
Ha! Cheating, I know. But
seriously read this again. Or
better yet, listen to Christopher
Lee read it to you.
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Middle Earth has been
part of my reality for
as long as I can
remember. At the pre-
school and
kindergarten age (not
that Iwent, because I
was a hippie kid)we
had an album of the
Hobbit. I listened to it
early and often.When I
was 8, I saw the
animatedmovie and it
blewmymind. (John
Huston is still the
definitive Gandalf for
me). Finding out there
weremore books in
the series, I eagerly
delved into Lord of the
Rings that same year.

Somehow, not even
the Boxcar children or
Roald Dahl had
preparedme for
escapism this
powerful. I was
hooked. After I
finished Return of the
King, I headed back to
the library to re-check
Fellowship again.
From 3rd grade to 8th,
I probably read the
series 50 times,
though I never really
kept count.

I still read them every
year, but now it’s the
lyricism of the
language that strikes
me asmuch as the
world building. As to
themovies, I don’t feel
they did a good job at
all of capturing
anything important
about the books.
That’s another post,
though.

Tolkien has become a

victim of his own
success. I also think
that for peoplewho
think Dan Brown or
StephanieMeyer are
goodwriters, his prose
may be too dense. But
the biggest
misunderstanding
about the trilogy
comes from the people
who think the Eagles
should have flown the
Fellowship toMordor.

Those people see this
as an oversite on the
Professor’s behalf. It’s
an unfeasible idea for
many reasons.

Firstly
The Eagles aren’t their
servants. They are a
proud, free folk. This is
clear in all their
dealings, but
especiallywhen
Gandalf recounts his
escape fromOrthanc.

“How far can you bear
me?’ I said to Gwaihir.

“Many leagues,’ said
he, ‘but not to the ends
of the earth. Iwas sent
to bear tidings not
burdens.’

“Then Imust have a
steed on land,’ I said,
‘and a steed
surpassingly swift, for
I have never had such
need of haste before.’

“‘Then Iwill bear you
to Edoras, where the
Lord of Rohan sits in
his halls,’ he said, ‘for
that is not very far
off.’”

Secondly
Maybe they could have
convinced an Eagle to
fly a hobbit toMordor,
or to take the ring to
the volcano itself. But,
the Eagles themselves
are not above
temptation. The ring
didn’t have time to
work its magic on
themwhen they bore
Bilbo out of theMisty
Mountains, but it’s
much riskier on this
longer journey. And
this time the ring has
every reason to find an
owner not eager to
destroy it. The ring
gives power related to
the power of the
wearer; Gwaihirwould
make for a powerful
Ringlord.

Thirdly
Eeven if the eagles
were incorruptible and
willing to be steeds,
theywould be
destroyed by the
defenses of Sauron.
Mordorwas not an
easy place to get into.
Thewinged Nazgul
and other servants,
not tomention Sauron
himself, present an
obstacle so formidable
that the best plan that
Gandalf, Elrond, and
the Lords of theWest
could come upwith
was to sneak in
somewhere.
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Most Importantly
All these are true, but theymiss
the point a bit aswell. Most
importantly of all, flying on the
eagleswould have cheated the
Hobbits out of their journey.
When they return to Hobbiton
in Return of the King, Gandalf
says

“I amwith you at present,” said
Gandalf, “but soon I shall not be.
I am not coming to the Shire.
Youmust settle its affairs
yourselves; that iswhat you
have been trained for. Do you
not yet understand?My time is
over: it is no longermy task to
set things to rights, nor to help
folk to do so. And as for you, my
dear friends, youwill need no
help. You are grown up now.
Grown indeed very high; among
the great you are, and I have no
longer any fear at all for any of
you.”

It’s really a pivotal moment and
itwas a shame Jackson
admittedly didn’t understand
what the point of the scenewas.
They of course dealtwith their
problems in the Shire, but they
wouldn’t have been able to
without the lessons learned
from their journey.

No one askswhy the Ents didn’t
march onMordor instead of
Isengard, because that idea is
manifestly nonsensical. The
Ents had a grudge against
Saruman personally, it was
closer, they couldn’t have faced
the Dark Lord or his Nazgul, etc.

The Eagles flying toMordor is
an equally ridiculous notion and
should be retired from
discussion of the series.
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